SWEDEN’S LEADING PRODUCER
OF BUILDINGS ON WATER

A PIONEERING HOUSE BUILDER
In 2000, AquaVilla started the first large-scale production of houses for permanent residence in
“proper” marine plots. Eight villas were produced for permanent anchorage in Pampas Marina
in Solna. The high quality floating houses were named AquaVilla.
The team that started the business has presently, unbeatable experience of the demands that
must be made on residential houses on the water. Houses that will survive decades on the
water without significant maintenance.
AquaVilla’s concept encompasses a total infrastructure solution where Aqua Pier and the
Aqua DockingBuffer guarantee that the villas remain permanently anchored without being
affected by the movement of the sea. AquaVilla Produktion AB is quite simply a professional
builder who takes complete responsibility all the way to a completed residence on a “proper
marine plot”. The result is that AquaVilla is gaining ever-increasing trust from more and more
people who choose genuine marine living in their own house on the water.
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Tens of thousands of unidentified, untapped “sea plots”
It has been observed, that people
who live in marine communities
feel better than people who live on
land. This is because the surrounding water reflects loads of light.
The potential to produce homes
for a life on the water is incredibly
large. Let us begin with a preliminary example where we simply
quote the owner of Aleby Herrgård
(Aleby manor), Johan Högfeldt; “If
one gave every citizen, c. 10 million
people, a water plot in Småland it
would only occupy about 17% of
Småland’s coastal water and therefore the remaining coast in Sweden
wouldn’t be utilized ”.

We’re talking about water sites
where the houses are anchored to
piers and therefore don’t restrict the
possibilities for the general public
to enjoy the coast.
A floating community doesn’t
intrude upon publicly accessible
coast and therefore isn’t in competition with it, as long as it doesn’t
generate a “Gated Community”.
Instead, a floating community gives
the general public free access to the
water and its reflection. More
over, it creates the possibility for
everyone to come out on the water
and walk freely around the floating
piers.

Additionally, this is about plots
which don’t require demolition,
excavation or rough grading, i.e.
minimum environmental impact.
And unlike houses built on traditional coastal plots, placement of
the house on the water is adapted
to meet future rising sea levels.
In other words, in Sweden there
are more than 8400 km of coastline from Haparanda in the north
to Svinesund on the west coast,
furthermore, there are more than
50,000 islands and just as many
lakes, an exceptional potential for
genuine marine living.

AquaVilla
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LIVE ON WATER
From houses on water to modern, marine communities
You can already find AquaVillas in
several places in Sweden and we
are just in the process of selling and
producing 14 “Sea Villas” which
will sit in Nacka, Stockholm. A further 25 houses are planned for production and permanent anchorage
in Skärgårdsstaden, Västervik, on
the eastcoast south of Stockholm.
Today, AquaVilla is a world

leading company when it comes
to planning and development of
marine communities both in Sweden and abroad. Agent agreements
have been made with companies
who represent AquaVilla in the
Baltics, Finland and Norway. A
modern marine community built
on precisely the same requirements
as living on land – accessibility,

disabled access, comfort and safety.
In places where there’s a lack of
land for parking we can even install
a parking garage caisson.
A big difference between communities on land and on water is
that the marine community doesn’t
leave any deep traces or damage if
there’s a need for town planning
changes in the future.

The Aqua Pier and Aqua Docking Buffer –
enables and stabilises the marine community
To build a functional marine community, accessibility and a comfort
level comparable with a housing
development on land is required. To
achieve this we have developed the
Aqua Pier and the Aqua Docking
Buffer. The designs are the result of
seven years of development work.
The Aqua Piers have a width of
9-18 m for stability and buoyancy.
This means, among other things,
that emergency vehicles can drive
out onto the pier. The Piers are
equipped with a storage space on
4
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the deck where you can, for example, store bicycles.
Via some stairs you reach an unfurnished storage space inside the
pier with a ceiling height of 2.75 m.
With an AquaVilla mounted at a
45 degree angle the space is c. 110
sq m and with a 90 degree angle
the corresponding space is c. 45
sq m. The space can be used for
storage, a studio, a gym etc.
The Aqua Docking Buffer is a
patented coupling system, which
can simply be compared to a hinge;

between piers and between pier and
house. The coupling system means
that the AquaVilla docked together
with the Aqua Pier is as close as possible to completely still, i.e. it won’t
roll or sway even at wind speeds over
32 m/s (presumes placement within
an area where wave heights don’t exceed c. 60cm). The connectors in the
AquaVilla’s caissons/pontoons and
the Aqua Piers have an estimated life
span of at least 100 years. The connection is quiet and easy to replace.
Quite simply a marine revolution.
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AquaVillas can be placed either at a 90 or
a 45 degree angle against the Aqua Piers.
AquaVillas and leisure boat docks can easily
be integrated.
If there’s no possibility to park on land we can
build a parking garage caisson.

4
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AquaVillas can help to increase development
grades on land and water.
The AquaVillas together with the patented
Aqua Docking Buffer mean that the
AquaVillas and the piers are completely still.

AquaVilla
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LIFE CYCLE OF AT LEAST 100 YEARS
Pre-fabricated, inspected and supplied directly from
the factory

AquaVilla Production AB develops,
constructs and produces houses for
permanent residence on the water
at a very high standard, adapted
for genuine marine environments.
Each house is produced with
environmentally friendly working
practices and with well developed
processes in our own factory in
Västervik.
Our floating houses can, unlike
houses on land, be built to comple6
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tion in a factory and then transported by water. Our houses are
either built on a floating caisson or
on a pontoon. The caissons provides
an extra level which can be furnished as an extra bedroom, work
room, hobby room or equivalent.
At the same time all caissons have
a cold storage space on the outside
of the house body down under the
water level. The storage is an excellent wine cellar etc.

Production of our floating houses is
effective and secure with the same
personnel looking after production
from “beginning to end”. Commissioning and the final inspection
happen before the house leaves
the factory. Something which is
impossible to achieve with “normal
houses” where the road network
doesn’t allow for transport of completed houses.

Casabona – a unique frame system for houses on the water
All our houses, for placement
on the water, are built with the
Casabona frame system. A patented
system which, in short means that
you integrate a Casabona Z-profile
with hard insulation and get an
enduring and energy effective frame
construction. It can be used for
buildings with a height of four stories. If you choose EPS, polystyrene
foam or PIR as insulation you get
an inorganic construction, which
means that the frame doesn’t absorb
moisture. Polystyrene foam can be
replaced with hard mineral wool if
desired/required.

The Casabona frame system is c. 30
percent lighter than a timber frame.
Each steel strut is “tailormade”
for its end goal, which produces
a unique design and waste free
production.
AquaVilla has used the Casabona
system from the first prototype that
we built in 1999. The frame system
is, in other words, very well tested
and is even used on land for the
construction of house frames, curtain
walling and roofs.
Directly after AquaVilla acquired
land and the factory building in
Lucerna in 2009, the company

invested in its own roll forming machine to manufacture the
Casabona profiles. Subsequently
AquaVilla has even invested in hole
punching tools for production of
the profiles. Pre-punched profiles
guarantee better precision at assembly, as well as an appreciably more
pleasant working environment for
the installers. Read more about
Casabona on aquavilla.se

A patent to save energy and improve safety
AquaVilla has developed Aqua
Energy System – a patented energy
system, which utilises energy from
the surrounding water and heat up
the floating houses and the Aqua
Pier. Regardless of the air temperature the water is never colder than
+4 degrees at several meters depth.
Simply put there is a hose system
moulded into the caisson or the
bottom plate of the pontoon which
acts as a collector, i.e. an energy

collector. The energy in the water is
utilised and driven through a heat
pump which then delivers 65-70
percent of the heating requirements
for the floating house. Conversely
the system can be used in the summer for cooling.
The collection function can even
be used on the floating street – The
Aqua Pier. The patented Aqua Slip
Free Walking allows for the energy
from the surrounding water to be

pumped via internal hoses so that
the walking surfaces are slip free.
The need to protect against slipping
or clearing of snow is minimised
and comfort increases. All our
AquaVillas are developed and built
with the goal of minimising consumption of electricity as well as
fresh water, without compromising
living comfort.

Illustration Skärgårdsstaden, Västervik
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OUR UNIQUE CONSTRUCTIONS
Our houses are built on pontoons or caissons

1

The bottom plate is cast together
with the upper concrete construction. The higher weight in
the bottom plates contributes to
increased stability of the house,
since the weight is placed where
the pontoons or caissons are at
their deepest, in the same way as
a keel works on a sailing boat.

2

Installation space on all 4 sides of
the caisson with a standing height
of 2 m. The space can be used
as cold storage, a wine cellar for
example.

3

A bottom plate with moulded
hoses which work as energy
collectors for the Aqua Energy
System. The system utilises energy from the surrounding water and
warms up the houses and makes
the piers slip free.

2

1
3

Pontoon model –
all floors are above water
level

1

3
Caisson model –
possibility for an extra floor
and storage space in the
caisson

Piers and connections that facilitate a community
1

The Aqua Piers have a width of
9-18 m, which creates stability
and strength.

2

With help of the Aqua Docking
Buffer, several piers can be
connected together for extended roads in the water. The Aqua
Docking Buffer even connects
together the house with the pier
and is almost completely still. It
won’t roll or sway.

3

Aqua SlipFreeWalking, which is
cast into the Aqua Pier, is an energy friendly heating system which
eliminates the risk of slippage on
the jetty deck, walking areas and
driving paths.

4

There is a generous storage space
in the pier with a ceiling height of
2.75 m or 2.2 m with insulation.

2
1

3

4
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THE NEW SEA VILLAS
Our latest project in a bay near Stockholm
For direct placement in the water,
in the tranquil, protected, Svindersviken in Stockholm’s inlet, Aqua
Villa is producing a total of 14
architecturally designed Sea Villas.
The villas become a part of a small,
marine community, surrounded by
the genuine natural habitat of the
archipelago. The whole Stockholm
archipelago opens up a few nautical
miles east of the front door and
to the other side lies Stockholm’s
centre.
The Sea Villas will sit, firmly
anchored, long out on a large T-jetty,
with a magnificent position and a
view towards the bay. Here, you dock
your own boat to the side of the
house. This is the home for everyone
who loves lakes and the sea.
All the materials and all the
equipment in the Sea Villas are
carefully chosen to function optimally in a marine environment.
Craftsmanship plays a decisive part

in our selections. The kitchen is built
on site, white goods of the highest
quality and the surface material, as
long as it’s possible, is made from a
hardwearing natural material which
only becomes more beautiful over
time.
The construction of the Sea Villas
is a result of 25 years of research and
development of housing which can
lie in the water year in and year out.
The floating frame is constructed and built according to bridge
standards L100, which means that
they can sit in the water for over
100 years. At least. Without drying
out or maintenance.
The first phase of the Sea Villas
sold out in summer 2017 and
during the autumn of 2017 sales of
phase 2 began.
Here are several more examples
of the AquaVillas which have been
designed, developed and factory produced, for a genuine marine home.

Futura

Inspired by Bauhaus, where the
design is in the function, Futura
2 and Futura 3, with their large
terraces, are amongst our most
popular models.
Laguna

Laguna has been designed and
developed for lakes and areas with
limited water depth. Laguna has
large, generous terraces
Avanti

Avanti is our Danish designed
model, for those who want to have
something more than the standard.
Developed and built for an ecological, marine lifestyle.
Classic

Scandinavian design isn’t just about
simplicity. Classic is inspired by the
traditional houses in the Swedish
archipelago.
AquaVilla
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People who live on the water will receive about twice as
much light compared to those who live in a house on land,
which demonstrably increases wellbeing.
Peter Kjaerboe Civil engineer at KTH works with solar energy
10
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OUR OWN PRODUCTION FACILITY
A factory with a strategically perfect position in Västervik
Västervik’s positioning next to
Östersjön was important when we
chose to establish our production
facility. There is also a long tradition
of boat and house production in the
area as well as proximity to talented

craftsmen and suppliers.
The production facility lies on the
island of Lucerna, barely a kilometre
from the centre of Västervik. The positioning offers good road and train
connections without restrictions. The

site is 100 percent mountainous, 5
hectares of land and 3 hectares of
water. The coast line is 700m long
and the depth in the harbour basin
is 3-7 m.

Our position in Västervik is close by sea when it comes to transport
•
•
•
•

160 nautical miles from Stockholm
310 nautical miles from Helsinki
390 nautical miles from Örnsköldsvik
170 nautical miles from the Baltics

• 280 nautical miles from Copenhagen
• 400 nautical miles from Gothenburg
• 550 nautical miles from Oslo

A-hall
production
C-hall
concrete production
Cleaning works

B-hall
production

Dry dock

Berta completed
for delivery
Vår produktionsanläggning på Lucerna i Västervik är under uppbyggnad.
Our production facility in Lucerna in Västervik is under construction.

Manufacturing our own high-quality concrete as well
as being able to build our own dry dock offers large
environmental gains
Right from the beginning AquaVilla
searched for a suitable site where it
was possible to establish an effective and environmentally adapted
production facility. We found the
perfect mountain plot on the island
of Lucerna in Västervik where we
could also build a dry-dock.
In April 2017 it was time for
the inauguration of Concrete
12
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Production in Västervik AB, BPV
a daughter company of AquaVilla.
To be able to produce our own
concrete is a strength and security,
especially when casting is carried
out in shifts. The concrete is at its
best when it comes fresh out of the
mixer and can be supplied directly
into our casts with concrete pumps
in place on site. To have at our

disposal our own rock material and
to be able to break this down for
ballast for the concrete carries with
it large environmental gains since
there are minimal transport needs.
Our dry-dock, when it is finished, will have an area of 20x65m.
All casting of caissons and pontoons as well as other floating
constructions will happen here.

To be able to build complete houses indoors guarantees
the best conceivable quality
AquaVilla can produce the whole
housing volume – house sites up to
three levels, and a living space of
over 200 sq m, with weights up to
about 40 tonnes and afterwards lift
these with the help of bridge cranes
onto a pontoon or alternatively
down into a caisson.
When the house is fixed into the
floating body it is put into commission i.e. the heat pump and the
floor heating system are started and
made operational in the house. By
virtue of this artisans can work in
a temperate house and prepare the
house and its internal and external
functions. All this happens indoors
in the B-hall’s dock before the
house is completed for delivery.

We will be able to produce 12
houses at the same time, 6 indoors
on land, and 6 floating in caissons
or alternatively on a pontoon.
After the house has been completed and approved by a building

inspector it’s time for transportation.
With this approach we can deliver
“turn-key houses” from the factory
directly to the final anchoring and
resting place.

Environmental issues have been our guiding principle in
transport and logistics
AquaVilla owns the Submersible
barge Berta a “mobile floating dock”
with a lift and load capacity of 1200
tonnes. It can carry 2 AquaVillas
and an Aqua Pier with the same
transport or alternatively up to 2-5
AquaVillas depending on weight
and size. It can be transported at a

speed of up to 6-10 knots depending on the strength of the tug-boat.
Berta is built according to the
DNV, De Norske Veritas, regulations.
Since AquaVilla produces its
own concrete, Casabona-profiles
as well as all the steel for stairs,

railings etc. – which are used for
house production – heavy transport
on the road network is minimized.
Furthermore, all transportation of
AquaVillas and Aqua Piers happen
on the water, a transportation
method which gives large environmental gains.

AquaVilla
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WE’VE THOUGHT OF MOST THINGS
ESTABLISHMENT
The AquaVilla-concept can be
placed in different environments,
in the most central parts of town,
outside the town centre or in the
countryside.
It is easiest to integrate the Aqua
Villa concept in an area which is
already partially built up and where
there is already certain infrastructure. The AquaVilla concept can
complement areas and contribute
to improvements in different ways.
Below we’ve given examples of three
different types of places where it’s
suitable to establish AquaVillas.
Complement marinas and boat
clubs

NATURE OF TENURE
AND MANAGEMENT
The nature of the tenure is connected with the definition of the
product and which legislation can
be applied. The question of whether the individual owns their own
AquaVilla and a part in the Aqua
Pier and rents a place for it, or even
if they own the surrounding water
is detailed in the plans.
Property rights – freehold

There is already a certain infrastructure inside marinas and boat clubs.
The surrounding water is already
utilised and the AquaVilla concept
only serves to strengthen the economic position of the marina or the
club. The natural around the clock
life. Permanent housing results in
improved surveillance and safety in
the harbour.

It’s completely possible to build real
estate on the water. An AquaVilla is
so thoroughly anchored in the Aqua
Pier – for permanent use – that
advanced equipment and towing
equipment is required to move it, to
which it can be likened to moving
a normal house on land. The Aqua
Villa can therefore comprise of
property fixtures in the same way as
a traditional piece of real estate.

Down trodden or poorly exploited
areas

Site Leasehold

Harbours, quaysides and dockyard
areas are often the places which
aren’t exploited today to the same
extent as was initially intended.
This worn out and stale environment is perceived as unsafe and
unattractive. The AquaVilla concept
can supply a string of benefits here,
to lift up these environments.
To complement homes by the sea

Existing or planned developments
can be complemented with AquaVilla Communities, which give a
special marine character and appeal
to the area.
Development of a land area
directly connected to a water area
will have a considerably higher rate
of development if at the same time
you develop the water for housing.
If you can offer boat moorings to
speculators, the attraction of land
14

development will increase considerably at the same time. This, in its
turn, implies and guarantees more
revenue for the developer.

AquaVilla

The reasoning is similar to that for
freehold and it is totally possible to
make a “Water property” available
with leasehold if the local authority
is the property owner. An AquaVilla
then becomes a leasehold fixture.
Tenant ownership

A tenant ownership association can
own land and a water area including an Aqua Pier and a number of
AquaVillas. Respective members
are then granted an AquaVilla
with a stake in the Aqua Pier with
tenant ownership.
Hire

A company can own land and an
area of water including an Aqua
Pier and AquaVillas and then make
the AquaVillas and Aqua Pier
available for hire through a tenancy
agreement.

Leasehold

Of the four types of leasehold
available, two are possible for the
AquaVilla concept whereby the
water area should be leasable. A
residential or a general ground lease
could be implemented.
Management

Communal structures in connection
to AquaVilla Communities can
comprise of connecting roads, parking spaces, garages, storage areas,
pipes/conduits for water, electricity
and telephone, waste disposal, larger
laundry rooms and more. Dependant on the nature of the tenure this
is managed and administrated in
different ways. Communal structures
can be equally well built as a covenant or a trust within the framework
of a tenancy organisation.

OWNERSHIP AND
FINANCING
AquaVilla is considered as a permanent establishment on its pier
position, although it is possible to
move it with a tug.
The AquaVilla is registered as a
real estate fixture when freehold,
leasehold or tenancy agreements
exist on the water property. The
AquaVilla can even be registered
as a ship in the National Maritime
Administration’s Ship register for
usufruct and leasehold tenure. Thus
freehold is associated with the
property and it can be mortgaged.

Illustration Skärgårdsstaden, Västervik

FAQ
Does it rock or sway?
AquaVillas docked together with
Aqua Piers will not on the whole
rock or sway, since together they
build a unit with the Aqua Pier.

What sort of maintenance does the house
and caisson/pontoon
require?
Like all houses and buildings the
AquaVillas also require some form
of care and maintenance. Extra
care has been taken with the choice
of the exterior materials for the
facade, deck etc. So that future
maintenance of the AquaVillas can
be minimised.
The caissons/pontoons require
no maintenance; they are built
according to bridge standards L100,

which means that they can sit in
the water for over 100 years without need for maintenance.

How safe is it to live in a
house on the water?
A house or a building, which from
the beginning is constructed to
float, will always be safer than an
equivalent building on land, precisely for the reason that it is built
to be able to float.
A builder on land, who constructs a foundation on the ground,
will always be worried about water
leaking in from underneath or from
the seam between the foundation
and the wall. We don’t have that
worry because our pontoons/caissons are built to sit in the water
forever.

Can you move the house?
A floating house is easier to move
than an equivalent house on land.
It does however, require seafaring
cranes and special knowledge to
accomplish.

Do you need special
insurance?
No, The AquaVillas are insured
with traditional home insurance.

What size boat can I fit
alongside the house?
The size of boat you can moor
alongside the house depends in
part on the character of the “sea
plot”. But all AquaVillas are built to
have two boats moored with max.
lengths of 18m, and 9m respectively.
AquaVilla
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Welcome to
contact us!
AquaVilla Produktion AB
Lisaviksvägen 1
S-593 50 Västervik
Telefon: +46(0)490-36 900
Mobil: +46(0)708 65 65 40
www.aquavilla.se
info@aquavilla.se

